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 MSc Financial Mathematics 
 

The following information is applicable for academic year 2017-18 
 
  Programme Structure 
 
 

          
Week Zero      MA9010     

   Induction   Fundamental     
   Week   Tools     
         
         

TERM 1         
         

         
Weeks 1 -1 0   ST9080   MA9070   IB9110   ST9570 

   Probability &   Numerical   Asset Pricing   Financial  
   Stoch. Processes   Methods     Derivatives 
         
 

Week 11 
 

  
End of term tests 

      

TERM 2         
         

         
Week 1   Exam Period       

   Term 1 Modules       
         
         
         
         
         
   ST9090   MA9360     
   Continuous-Time   C++ for Quantitative 

Finance 
 
 

 Elective   Elective 

   Finance        
         
         

TERM 3         
         

         
Weeks 1 – 3   Exam Period       

    Term 2 Modules       
         
         

Weeks 5 - 10 
 

& SUMMER 

 Academic Writing 
course (to support the 
dissertation) 

      

         
         

May - September   ST9150       
   Dissertation       
         
         
         

 
 
N.B Each module is worth 15 CATS and the Dissertation is worth 60 CATS. 
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 Term 1 Core Modules 
 
MA9010:  Fundamental Tools (Week “Zero”!) 

  This is a pre-sessional one-week module prior to the start of Term 1, designed to 
ensure that students have the mathematical prerequisites for the remainder of 
the programme.  It is a revision module and will concentrate on four key areas; 
linear algebra, differentiation, differential equations and probability. 

   Fundamental Tools is assessed by a test. 
 
IB9110:  Asset Pricing  AP 

The aim of this course is to introduce students to the modern theory of asset 
pricing and portfolio theory in both static and dynamic settings. Topics covered 
include (i) no arbitrage, Arrow-Debreu prices, and equivalent martingale 
measures, (ii) security structure and market completeness, (iii) mean-variance 
analysis, Beta pricing, CAPM, and (iv) asset allocation in continuous-time models. 
In particular, we focus on the theoretical foundations of the models that have 
been used to address empirical stylized facts in the data such as, the equity 
premium puzzle and asset allocation puzzle. The course is designed for MSc 
Financial Mathematics students. Specifically, the main objective of the course is to 
provide the tools necessary to understand the literature, start thinking of original 
research in asset pricing, understand practical issues of models introduced in the 
module for applications in real situations and able to apply the results to real 
financial markets, for example, pricing financial assets and asset allocation. 
Topics covered will include … 

 
 Illustrative (indicative, may be subject to minor changes) 
 Syllabus: Markets, Prices and Returns 
  One-period models  
  One-period model pricing 
  Risk measures and preferences  
  Mean variance analysis and CAPM 
  Extensions of CAPM 
  Sharpe Ratio Bounds, Equity Premium Puzzle 
  Multi-Period Models I: Discrete Time 
  Multi-Period Models II: Dynamic Asset Allocation in Continuous Time 
   
 Assessment: 2-hour Exam (January) counting for 80% of the module mark, 
  Group Project assignment (20%). 
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ST9570:  Financial Derivatives FD 

  This module provides an introduction to derivative securities and their pricing. The 
module aims to introduce various types of instruments traded in financial 
markets, along with the concepts of no-arbitrage pricing and hedging. Topics 
include: 

 
 Illustrative (indicative, may be subject to minor changes) 
 Syllabus: Introduction to derivatives: forwards, futures, European and American options, 

Real Options. Rationale for using options. Case study.  
Arbitrage, no-arbitrage and hedging. Put-call parity, no-arbitrage restrictions, 
option strategies eg. calendar and butterfly spreads.  
Interest rates and interest rate derivatives: zero coupon bonds, spot and forward 
rates, LIBOR. FRAs. Interest rate swaps. 
The Black-Scholes formula and assumptions. Model calibration. Implied volatility. 
Delta hedging. Greeks. Exotic options. Black-Scholes pde. 
Introduction to credit and credit derivatives. Defaultable ZCBs and CDS.  
One-period Binomial model for option pricing. Replication. Risk-neutral 
probabilities. 
Multi-period models. Pricing via martingales. Binomial martingale representation 
theorem.  Discrete time changes of measure. 
Trinomial models. Complete markets. Convergence of the binomial to the Black-
Scholes model. 
American options in binomial model.  
Application of Ito's formula, the Brownian martingale representation theorem 
and Girsanov's theorem to derive the Black-Scholes formula. 
Black Scholes extensions – Black Scholes with default, Options on forwards and 
futures, FX and quantos. Commodities and Energy derivatives.  

 
 Assessment: 2-hour Exam (January) counting for 80% of the module mark, and  
  Class Tests (20%).   
 
 
MA9070:  Numerical Methods NM 

  This module aims to provide both a theoretical and a practical understanding of 
numerical methods in finance, in particular those related to simulations of 
stochastic processes.  In addition the module will give an introduction into 
programming.  Topics covered include: 

 
 Illustrative (indicative, may be subject to minor changes) 
 Syllabus: Basics of Linear Models 
  Perron-Frobenius Theorem 
  MATLAB Basics 
  Monte-Carlo Method 
  Greeks for Path-Dependent Options 
  Cox-Ross-Rubinstein (CRR) Model 
  Introduction to PDEs and Finite Difference Method.  
 
 Assessment:  2-hour Exam (January) counting for 60% of the module mark, and  
  Programming Project (40%). 
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ST9080:       Probability & Stochastic Processes      PSP 

  This module aims to introduce the basic probability ideas which are of most 
relevance in finance, and to develop the machinery required to exploit these ideas.  
Topics covered include: 

 
 Illustrative (indicative, may be subject to minor changes) 
 Syllabus: Sample Spaces, Events and Probabilities 
  Conditional Probability 
  Independence 
  Discrete Random Variables 
  Continuous Random Variables 
  Borel-Cantelli Lemmas 
  Fatou's Lemma 
  Martingales in Discrete and Continuous Time 
  Stopping Times 
  Stochastic processes, Brownian motion. 
 
 Assessment:  2-hour Exam (January) counting for 80% of the module mark, and  
  Coursework (20%).  
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 Term 2 Core Modules 
   
 
 ST9090: Continuous-Time Finance (for Interest Rate Models) CTF 

  This module builds on knowledge from the Term 1 modules to develop a further 
understanding of how stochastic calculus is used in continuous time finance.  It 
also aims to develop an in-depth understanding of models used for interest rates. 
Topics covered include: 

 
 Illustrative (indicative, may be subject to minor changes) 
 Syllabus: Monotone Convergence 
  Continuous Local Martingales 
  Radon-Nikodym Derivative  
   Girsanov’s Theorem for Semimartingales  
   Novikov’s Condition 
  Pricing via PDEs (brief Review)   
  Implied volatility, Market Implied Distributions 
  Stochastic Volatility and Incomplete Markets 
  Multicurrency Economy 
  Short Rate Models 
  Market Models 
  Markov-Functional Models. 
   
 Assessment:  2-hour Exam (Term 3: April/May) counting for 80% of the module mark, and 

  2 Class Tests (2  10% = 20%). 
 
 
 MA9360: C++ for Quantitative Finance CPP 

  The “C++” component has been separated from the “Asset Pricing” module and 
now runs as a separate, “stand-alone” module.  This newly revised module will, in 
addition to teaching students the foundations of object-oriented programming in 
C++, guide participants through the development of solutions for a whole range of 
problems or methods covered elsewhere in the course (not just “Asset Pricing”). 
This module runs over Terms 1 & 2. 

 
 Assessment:  Individual Assessment counting for 80% of the module mark, and Class Test 

(20%) 
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 Term 2 Elective Modules 

 
 Note: Students must choose TWO modules from the list of available electives. Students 

cannot do two electives from any single Department without permission from the 
Course Director. The list below is indicative only, minor changes are possible.  
Further information and confirmation of available electives will be provided at the 
end of Term 1. 

 
Electives:  (brief list, details on following pages) 

 
  WBS Modules: 
 
 IB9Y20: Behavioural Finance BF 
 IB95R0: Financial Risk Management  FRM 
 IB9X80: Fixed Income & Credit Risk  FICR 
 
  STATS Modules: 
 
 ST4050:  Bayesian Forecasting & Intervention with Advanced Topics  BFI 
 ST4030:  Brownian Motion  BM 
 ST9060:  Financial Time Series  FTS 
 ST9580: Topics in Mathematical Finance TMF 
 
  MATHS Module: 
 
 MA9080:  PDEs (Partial Differential Equations) for Finance  PDE  
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ST4050:  Bayesian Forecasting & Intervention with Advanced Topics BF 

This module is concerned with the theory and practice of short-term forecasting, 

using both data and subjective information. We focus on Dynamic Linear Models, 

a class of Bayesian forecasting models. Bayesian methods provide a natural 

framework for addressing central issues in finance. They allow investors to assess 

return predictability, estimation and model risk, formulate predictive densities for 

variances, covariances and betas. This can be done through decision theoretic 

problems, such as option pricing or optimal portfolio allocation. Topics covered 

include: 

 
 Illustrative (indicative, may be subject to minor changes) 
 Syllabus: State space modelling 
  Bayesian updating of beliefs 
  Specifying Dynamic Linear Models 
  Updating Dynamic Linear Models, forecasting 
  Building Dynamic Linear Models, accommodating external information 
  ARIMA models, stationarity 
 
 Assessment:  2-hour Exam counting for 100% of the module mark. 
 
IB9Y20:  Behavioural Finance BF 

  Psychologists working in the area of behavioural decision-making have produced 
much evidence against the adequacy of neoclassical economics.  Behavioural 
finance comprises financial analysis which relaxes some of these assumptions. It is 
a paradigm where financial markets are studied using models that are less 
narrow than those based on von Neumann-Morgenstern expected utility theory 
and arbitrage assumptions. Topics covered include: 

 
 Illustrative (indicative, may be subject to minor changes) 
 Syllabus: Market Efficiency 
  Prospect Theory 
  Loss aversion 
  The Impact of Knightian Uncertainty 
  Limits to Arbitrage 
  Overconfidence in Financial Markets 
  Herding and Asset Bubbles 
  Paradoxes and Anomalies 
  The Disposition Effect 
  Investor Sentiments 
 
 Assessment: 2-hour Exam in Term 3 (April/May) counting for 70% of the module mark, and 
  Group Work (30%). 
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ST4030:  Brownian Motion BM 

Brownian motion is a fundamental tool for modelling processes which evolve 

randomly in time and underpins almost all stochastic models for asset prices in 

finance. In this module you will learn how to construct Brownian motion and 

study its path properties, how to use stochastic calculus for manipulations, and 

about differential equations. This will enable you to understand and develop 

state-of-the-art stochastic models in finance. Topics covered include: 

 
 Illustrative (indicative, may be subject to minor changes) 
 Syllabus: Construction 
  Properties of the paths 
  Stochastic Calculus 
  Differential equations 
 
 Assessment:  2-hour Exam (Term 3: April/May) counting for 100% of the module mark. 
 
 
IB95R0:  Financial Risk Management FRM 

  The module explains the need for financial risk management, the techniques to 
measure financial risks according to the regulatory framework, and tools for the 
management of risk exposure.  Students will be introduced to quantitative 
methods of risk measurement and risk management.  Topics covered include: 

 
 Illustrative (indicative, may be subject to minor changes) 
 Syllabus: How to Identify Financial Risks 
  Coherent Risk Measures 
  Models for Uncertainty 
  Numerical Tools – Monte Carlo Simulation 
  Approximations and Factor Reduction 
  Bayesian Uncertainty – Parameter Risk 
  The Regulatory Framework of Financial Risk Management 
 
 Assessment:  2-hour Exam (Term 3: April/May) counting for 80% of the module mark, and 
  Class Test (20%). 
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 ST9060: Financial Time Series FTS 

  The module aims to provide the relevant statistical theory and experience in 
working with financial time series. Topics covered include: 

 
 Illustrative (indicative, may be subject to minor changes) 
 Syllabus: Examples of Financial Time Series (e.g. Prices and Returns) 
  Statistical Behaviour of Return Series 
  Exploratory Analysis of Time Series Volatility 
  Linear Models of Time Series 
  Detailed Mathematical Developments and Derivations of  
   Autoregressive (AR), Moving Average (MA) and ARMA Models 
  Prediction, Parameter Estimation and Statistical Model Validation 
  Non-Linear Models for Financial Time Series 
  Combining ARMA with ARCH and GARCH Models 
  Vector Time Series. 
 
 Assessment:  2-hour Exam (Term 3: April/May) counting for 80% of the module mark, and 

  2 “Mini Projects” (2  10% = 20%). 
 
IB9X80:  Fixed Income & Credit Risk FICR 

  This module will help students get to grips with the tools for the assessment and 
management of fixed income and credit risk. Topics covered include: 

 
 Illustrative (indicative, may be subject to minor changes) 
 Syllabus: Bonds and Money-Market Instruments 
  Bond Prices and Yields 
  Term Structure of Interest Rates 
  Martingale Pricing 
  Continuous-Time Stochastic Processes 
  Affine Term Structure Models 
  Credit Risk Management 
  Structural and Intensity-Based Credit Risk Modelling 
  Credit Derivatives. 
 
 Assessment:  2-hour Exam (Term 3: April/May) counting for 70% of the module mark,  
  Class Test (10%), and  
  Group Project (20%). 
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 MA9080: PDEs (Partial Differential Equations) for Finance PDE 

  This module aims to provide both a theoretical and a practical understanding of 
partial differential equations, including numerical methods; to link this 
understanding with problems from finance; and to give an introduction into 
optimal control and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. Topics include: 

 
 Illustrative (indicative, may be subject to minor changes) 
 Syllabus: Basic Theory of PDEs 
  Examples of PDEs in Finance 
  Numerics of PDEs 
  Optimal Control 
  Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) Methods 
 
 Assessment:  2-hour Exam (Term 3: April/May) counting for 80% of the module mark, and class 

test (20%)  
 
 
ST9580:  Topics in Mathematical Finance TMF 

  Upon completing this module students will be able to analyse, explain and apply 
mathematical techniques to the latest developments in finance. Topics include: 

 
 Illustrative (indicative, may be subject to minor changes) 
 Syllabus: Risk measures 
  Algorithmic Trading 
  Modelling Credit Risk in Post-2008 Financial Markets 
  Beyond the Black-Scholes Model 
 
 Assessment:  2-hour Exam (Term 3: April/May) counting for 85% of the module mark, and class 

tests (15%)  
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Term 3  Dissertation 
 
ST9150:  Dissertation 

  The module aims to allow students to synthesise, apply and extend the knowledge 
they have gained in the taught component of the programme, and to 
demonstrate mastery of some elements of financial mathematics. 

 
Learning  
outcomes:  To demonstrate in-depth comprehension of an area of financial mathematics.  

The focus of the dissertation may be to either 

 Implement and provide a critical analysis of a set of quantitative models 
used in finance 

 Use market data in performing statistical tests of a set of financial 
hypotheses 

 Synthesise an area of theoretical research in financial mathematics, 
extending knowledge where possible and demonstrating mastery of the 
subject by expanding on the arguments given in the literature. 

 
Assessment:  Thesis Proposal counting for 5% and Dissertation counting for 95% of the module 

mark. 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 


